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Abstract—A fundamental step in ultrawideband (UWB) communication system design involves the characterization of the indoor propagation channel. In this paper, we show that the UWB propagation channel parameters can be accurately predicted by employing ray tracing (RT) simulation carried out at various frequencies over the signal bandwidth. It is important to note that the determination of the rays reaching a given location is made only once, as the RT algorithm is independent of frequency. A parallel ray approximation (PRA) is used to significantly improve the computational efficiency of the RT based method. Moreover, the accuracy of the approximation is verified through a measurement campaign.
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I. INTRODUCTION

ULTRAWIDEBAND (UWB) technology is an ideal candidate for short-range and broadband indoor wireless communication systems. Its application gives rise to special radio propagation scenarios and conditions not fully investigated. In particular, a fundamental step in UWB communication systems involves the characterization of the indoor propagation channel. The frequency selectivity of the propagation process introduces fundamental differences between UWB channels and conventional (narrowband) channels. Various channel modeling techniques can be used to describe the UWB channel [1]: it is possible to use statistical modeling based on frequency or time domain measurement campaigns or to use deterministic modeling based on simulations. To date, ray tracing (RT) based approaches have been widely used to characterize the indoor channel for both narrowband and wideband systems. The technique has been extended to UWB channels [2] by the superposition of RT for individual frequency components [3]–[6]. An alternative time-domain approach, based on the addition of the impulse responses of individual rays, was presented in [7]. However, RT based techniques, although accurate, are computationally intensive. In order to provide an accurate site-planning assessment and to extract the statistics of the channel, RT simulations must be performed for a large amount of points, and this leads to unacceptably large computational times. Therefore, a major aim of RT based approaches is the reduction of the computational cost, which is linearly proportional to the number of spatial points where the RT is performed.

In this paper, we propose a novel and efficient procedure to extract the UWB propagation channel parameters that employs an RT simulation carried out at various frequencies. In particular, the determination of the rays reaching a given location, which represents the most time-consuming part of the RT algorithm, is made only once at the beginning of the procedure. Moreover, an approach based on the parallel ray approximation (PRA) is introduced and successfully used to further reduce the computational cost: it allows us to obtain the frequency responses on a spatial grid of points by employing the RT simulation on a coarser spatial grid, through the assumption that points located nearby are reached by the same number of rays having same amplitudes but different phases. The accuracy and validity of the aforementioned assumption are verified through the analysis of the error, a feature not available in conventional parallel ray based approaches. A measurement campaign has been conducted to validate the propagation simulator. The excellent agreement between simulation results and measured data proves that the RT based tool can be used for accurate and reliable site-planning in UWB systems. As an alternative, it can also be employed for developing statistical propagation models. In this context, it has to be pointed out that, in contrast to measurements, RT allows detailed signal and environment specification; therefore it can facilitate more comprehensive and flexible UWB channel characterization, as for instance the impact of the frequency on the statistics of the channel, with the addition of fundamental differences between UWB channels.

The paper is organized as follows: Section II provides the RT based analysis, highlighting the parallel ray approximation and its accuracy check, whereas in Section III the measurement campaign is described. Numerical results and comparisons are given in Section IV, and in Section V some conclusion are drawn.
II. RT BASED ANALYSIS

A. Formulation

The radio channel experienced at a receiver’s location $\mathbf{u}_n = (x_n, y_n, z_n)$ in a given environment is modelled as a time-invariant linear filter with location-dependent impulse response $h(t, \mathbf{u}_n)$. The impulse response provides the characterization of the propagation channel and contains all the information necessary to analyze any type of transmission over that channel [8].

If we transmit a signal $s(t)$, the signal received at a given location $\mathbf{u}_n$ can be expressed as $r(t, \mathbf{u}_n) = s(t) \otimes h(t, \mathbf{u}_n)$. In wireless communications, the signal arriving at the receiver usually consists of several multipath components, each one resulting from the interaction between the transmitted signal and the surrounding environment. Thus, the channel frequency response $H(f, \mathbf{u}_n)$, i.e., the Fourier transform (FT) of $h(t, \mathbf{u}_n)$, can be seen as a superposition of these contributions, one for each arriving path. Each contribution is assumed to have constant amplitude and linear phase variation over the signal bandwidth [9]; in particular, the linear phase variation is determined by the distance a multipath component propagates, whereas the variation due to the interactions with the surrounding environment is neglected. However, the former assumption causes a loss of accuracy as the signal bandwidth grows, since the multipath components behavior is actually determined by frequency-dependent phenomena occurring in the environment, such as reflection, transmission and scattering. Therefore, since UWB communication systems span very large bandwidths, typically up to several gigahertz, the transfer function $H(f, \mathbf{u}_n)$ of the channel is frequency-selective. The calculation of the frequency response is a key point for UWB channel modeling. In this section the frequency response will be derived through a RT procedure, while in the next section it will be derived through measurements. It should be pointed out that, if the channel is considered to be inclusive of the antenna pair, the angular-frequency distortion introduced by the UWB antennas has to be taken into account too.

B. Calculation of the Frequency Response Through RT

Let us consider now a transmitted signal $s(t)$, whose spectrum $S(f)$ is sampled over the band $B$ at the frequencies $\{f_1, \ldots, f_{nf}\}$. The samples of the spectrum $R(f, \mathbf{u}_n)$ of the received signal $r(t, \mathbf{u}_n)$ are thus expressed as

$$R(f_k, \mathbf{u}_n) = S(f_k)H(f_k, \mathbf{u}_n) \quad \text{for } \{k = 1, 2, \ldots, nf\}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

From (1), the samples of the channel’s frequency response $H(f_k, \mathbf{u}_n)$ can be obtained by taking the ratio of the received signal $R(f_k, \mathbf{u}_n)$ to the transmitted signal $S(f_k)$. Then, an inverse discrete Fourier transform (IDFT) provides the sampled version of $h(t, \mathbf{u}_n)$

$$h(t, \mathbf{u}_n) = \text{IDFT} \{H(f, \mathbf{u}_n)\}. \hspace{1cm} (2)$$

Note that $h(t, \mathbf{u}_n) \in \mathbb{R}$. In our approach, the samples of the frequency response $H(f_k, \mathbf{u}_n)$ can be determined by employing a RT simulator [9], where the signal source is a set of dipoles transmitting continuous wave (CW) carriers at the frequencies $\{f_1, \ldots, f_{nf}\}$.

The RT tool “EMvironment 3.0” used in this study is an efficient fully three-dimensional (3-D) simulator based upon a combination of binary space partition and image theory derived from Computer Graphics, and was developed at the Microwave and Radiation Laboratory of the University of Pisa, Italy [10]. Firstly, the ray paths are identified; then complex vector electromagnetic field components are evaluated in terms of plane waves undergoing multiple phenomena of reflection, transmission and diffraction. The reflected field is evaluated through geometrical optics (GO), where the number of rays depends on the maximum order of the bouncing allowed, which is set a priori. Moreover, first-order diffractions from the edges are evaluated through heuristic uniform geometrical theory of diffraction (UTD) dyadic diffraction coefficients, valid for discontinuities in impedance surfaces. Transmissions through walls and objects are evaluated by resorting to a multilayered media description [11].

Apparently, the procedure described above can be rather CPU expensive, depending on the number $nf$ of frequency samples. However, it is worth noting that the most time-consuming part of the RT algorithm is the determination of the rays reaching a given location, and this need be made only once at the beginning of the procedure. The low-complexity calculation of the received signal is then repeated $nf$ times.

C. Parallel Ray Approximation

For providing an accurate site-planning for realistic indoor environments and for extracting the statistics of the channel, the frequency response has to be calculated for a large amount of points. The computational cost of RT-based tools is linearly proportional to the number of spatial points where it is performed; therefore it would be desirable to avoid, when possible, this brute-force procedure [12]. In this subsection, an approach based on the parallel ray approximation is introduced: it allows us to obtain the frequency responses on the spatial grid of points by employing the RT simulation on a coarser spatial grid, through the assumption that points located nearby are reached by the same number of rays with the same amplitudes but different phases.

In this respect, let us consider a location $\mathbf{u}_n$, and let us assume that the RT procedure has been performed for $\mathbf{u}_m$, so that $H(f, \mathbf{u}_n)$ and therefore $h(t, \mathbf{u}_n)$ are known. Denoting by $N_{rm}^{\text{rays}}$ the number of rays reaching $\mathbf{u}_n$, it holds

$$H(f, \mathbf{u}_n) = \sum_{i=1}^{N_{rm}^{\text{rays}}} H_i(f, \mathbf{u}_n) \hspace{1cm} (3)$$

where $H_i(f, \mathbf{u}_n)$ are the frequency responses which refer to the $i$-ray, respectively. If $\mathbf{u}_m$ is located near $\mathbf{u}_n$, and $\mathbf{u}_n$ is not in a transition from a lit to a shadow region, it is reasonable to assume that the variations of number and magnitude of multipath components reaching $\mathbf{u}_m$ with respect to $\mathbf{u}_n$ are negligible [12], [13]. Therefore, the multipath components reaching $\mathbf{u}_n$ can be simply obtained by a proper phase shift of the multipath components reaching $\mathbf{u}_n$. Denoting by $\mathbf{u}_n^i$ the position of the
transmitter, the parallel ray approximation can be used when the following condition holds:

\[
|\mathbf{u}_x - \mathbf{u}_n| \gg \lambda_l \\
|\mathbf{u}_x - \mathbf{u}_n| \gg |\mathbf{u}_n - \mathbf{u}_m| = |d_{n,m}|
\]

(4) (5)

where \( \lambda_l \) represents the wavelength at the lowest frequency. Consequently, phase shifts are calculated by evaluating the path length differences obtained by projecting the distances \( d_{n,m} = \mathbf{u}_n - \mathbf{u}_m \) on the unit vectors \( \mathbf{v}_i \), which define the multipath components. Therefore, it holds

\[
H(f, \mathbf{u}_m) \approx \sum_{i=1}^{N_{\text{rays}}} H_i(f, \mathbf{u}_m) e^{j \frac{2\pi f}{c} d_{m,v_i}}.
\]

(6)

Then, an inverse DFT (IDFT) will provide the sampled version of \( h(t, \mathbf{u}_m) \)

\[
h(t, \mathbf{u}_m) = \text{IDFT} \left\{ \sum_{i=1}^{N_{\text{rays}}} H_i(f, \mathbf{u}_m) e^{j \frac{2\pi f}{c} d_{m,v_i}} \right\}.
\]

(7)

The proposed procedure allows the calculation of \( h(t, \mathbf{u}_m) \), avoiding a new RT simulation. Moreover, it is worth mentioning that the procedure is site-specific since it uses site-specific information contained in the unit vectors \( \mathbf{v}_i \) of the multipath components reaching \( \mathbf{u}_n \), while in other, more conventional, approaches the phase shifts are usually considered uniformly distributed random variables [13]. The parallel ray approximation can be used when (4) and (5) are satisfied. In order to investigate the accuracy of the parallel ray approximation, let us indicate with \( H_\text{para}(f, \mathbf{u}_m) \) and \( h_\text{para}(t, \mathbf{u}_m) \) the frequency and impulse response of (7), i.e., analytically synthesized through parallel ray approximation, and with \( h_\text{RT}(t, \mathbf{u}_m) \) the frequency and impulse response calculated by performing a RT simulation for \( \mathbf{u}_m \). It holds

\[
h_\text{RT}(t, \mathbf{u}_m) = \text{IDFT} \left\{ H_\text{RT}(f, \mathbf{u}_m) \right\}.
\]

(8)

The following mean square error can be calculated

\[
\text{err}(\mathbf{u}_m) = \frac{\int (h_\text{RT}(t, \mathbf{u}_m) - h_\text{para}(t, \mathbf{u}_m))^2 dt}{\int h_\text{RT}(t, \mathbf{u}_m)^2 dt}.
\]

(9)

An accurate approximation, i.e., \( h_\text{para}(t, \mathbf{u}_m) \approx h_\text{RT}(t, \mathbf{u}_m) \), implies a low error. The error in (9) depends on \( \mathbf{u}_m \); since \( h_\text{RT}(t, \mathbf{u}_m) \) is obtained from \( H_\text{RT}(f, \mathbf{u}_n) \), i.e., by using the results of the RT performed at \( \mathbf{u}_n \), it can be expected that a region around \( \mathbf{u}_n \) exists where the error increases with the distance \( |d_{n,m}| \) between \( \mathbf{u}_n \) and \( \mathbf{u}_m \). Therefore, by setting a threshold \( \text{err} = \text{err}_{\text{thr}} \), it is possible to calculate a distance \( D \) for which it holds

\[
\forall \mathbf{u}_m : |d_{n,m}| = |\mathbf{u}_n - \mathbf{u}_m| \leq D \Rightarrow \text{err}(\mathbf{u}_m) \leq \text{err}_{\text{thr}}.
\]

(10)

The distance \( D \) represents the limit within which the parallel ray approximation can be applied having guaranteed the required level of accuracy; it can be determined numerically as shown in Section IV.

It is worth mentioning that the parallel ray approximation modifies the spatial correlation between two points; in fact, given \( \mathbf{u}_n \) and \( \mathbf{u}_m \), the spatial correlation is

\[
corr \{ h_\text{RT}(t, \mathbf{u}_n)h_\text{RT}(t, \mathbf{u}_m) \} = \frac{\int h_\text{RT}(t, \mathbf{u}_n)h_\text{RT}(t, \mathbf{u}_m)dt}{\int h_\text{RT}(t, \mathbf{u}_n)^2 dt}.
\]

(11)

when the RT is employed for both points, while it is

\[
corr \{ h_\text{RT}(t, \mathbf{u}_n)h_\text{para}(t, \mathbf{u}_m) \} = \frac{\int h_\text{RT}(t, \mathbf{u}_n)h_\text{para}(t, \mathbf{u}_m)dt}{\int h_\text{RT}(t, \mathbf{u}_n)^2 dt}.
\]

(12)

when the RT is employed for \( \mathbf{u}_n \) only. It can be shown that for small distances \( |d_{n,m}| \), (11) and (12) provide very similar values, although a slight increase of the spatial correlation is expected when using (12).

Finally, it should be clearly pointed out that (9), (11) and (12) involve integrals of continuous functions. Since the impulse responses used in this context are sampled functions, the integrals are replaced by summations. Note that the time step, i.e., the time resolution, is related to the signal bandwidth, \( B \), whereas the impulse response span is related to the frequency step. In this paper, we assume a time resolution of 0.1 ns and an impulse response span of 60 ns.

III. MEASUREMENTS PROCEDURE

Frequency-domain UWB channel measurements were conducted in a typical indoor environment that consisted of a 5.7 m \( \times \) 5 m \( \times \) 2.6 m laboratory of the Communications Research Group at the University of Oxford, with block walls, concrete floors and ceiling, a large glass window, a wooden door, metallic and wooden furniture (benches, tables, shelves), as shown in Fig. 1 (a) and (b). A vector network analyzer (VNA) arrangement was used to sound the channel at \( f_t = 1000 \) discrete frequency in the UWB band \( [f_l, f_h] \), where \( f_l = 3.1 \) GHz and \( f_h = 10.6 \) GHz [14]. The measurement bandwidth was thus \( B = 7.5 \) GHz and the resolution of the measurement was \( \Delta f = 4.6875 \) MHz. The system was calibrated prior to the measurement to remove frequency-dependent attenuation and phase distortion.

Discone antennas, vertically polarized and omnidirectional in the azimuth plane, were used to conduct the measurement [15]. The location of the transmitting antenna was fixed, while the receiver antenna was stationed atop a computer-controlled horizontal position grid with dimensions 0.5 m \( \times \) 0.5 m and 1 cm \( \times \) 1 cm of resolution, leading to a 50 \( \times \) 50 measurement points grid; both the line of sight (LoS) and the not line of sight (NLoS) cases were considered. In particular, an absorbing plane was positioned between the transmitting antenna and the receivers grid for creating NLoS conditions. It was verified that the grid was entirely in LoS or, alternatively, entirely in NLoS, to guarantee the consistency of the channel modeling exercise. A careful adjustment was done for both antennas to be exactly at the same height and in vertical position to avoid any polarization mismatch. For each receiver location, the discrete complex frequency transfer function was recorded; it is worth mentioning that the measured frequency transfer function includes the effect of the antennas within the channel [15], [16].
Fig. 1. (a) A plan view of the measurement environment, LoS case: the room is $5.7 \text{ m} \times 5 \text{ m} \times 2.6 \text{ m}$, the transmitter (Tx) and the receivers are located at the same height of 1.35 m. Additional scenario information: the transmitter is positioned 2.38 m and 0.7 m from the walls, respectively; the separation distance between the transmitter and the centre of the grid is 2.5 m; the dimensions of the metallic cabinet are $0.5 \text{ m} \times 0.6 \text{ m} \times 1.5 \text{ m}$; the depth of the benches is 0.8 m; the 1.65 m $\times$ 1.15 m widow is at a height of 1.1 m from the floor. All the other dimensions can be derived directly from the figure, since it is a scale drawing. (b) Three wooden shelves with the front part made of glass are displaced along the three walls; the shelves are placed at a height of 1.5 m from the floor, and have a height of 0.75 m. All the other dimensions can be derived directly from the figure, since it is a scale drawing. (c) Pictorial view of the RT reconstructed scenario (ceiling not shown), LoS case; the transmitter and the receivers (white dots grid) are also shown.

IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS

A. Scenario Reconstruction

The scenario has been reconstructed in the RT simulator [Fig. 1(c)]. Particular care has been used for including windows, doors and furniture with appropriate electrical properties, as summarized in Table I. Additional scenario information can be found in caption to Fig. 1. We have assumed in this study that the electrical properties do not depend appreciably on the frequency within the band of interest; however a pronounced variation of the electrical properties with frequency can be easily taken into account using this technique. A spatial grid of $50 \times 50$ points was placed over the same $0.5 \text{ m} \times 0.5 \text{ m}$ area which was used for the measurements. The number of bouncing rays has been set to 4 for the LoS case and to 5 for NLoS case after a detailed investigation of the convergence of the simulation results. Moreover, the frequency dependent radiation pattern of a discone antenna has been applied at both the transmitter and the receiver, individually [15]. Note that this can be easily done since in the RT simulation both the angle of departure (AoD) and the angle of arrival (AoA) are known.

For each point, the frequency response can be determined by employing the RT simulator [17], where the signal source is a set of dipoles transmitting continuous wave (CW) carriers at the same $nf = 1601$ frequencies employed by the VNA. The NLoS case has been created by reproducing the measurement procedure, i.e., by positioning an absorbing plane between the transmitting antenna and the receivers.

B. Validation of the Parallel Ray Approximation

In order to avoid the brute-force ray tracing for deriving all the $50 \times 50$ frequency responses, the parallel ray approximation is used. The first step concerns the determination of the distance $D$ defined in Section II. To this purpose, a point $\mathbf{u}_1 \equiv (x_1, y_1, z_1) \in Z$ of the $50 \times 50$ spatial grid is chosen; the frequency response $H(f; \mathbf{u}_1)$ is calculated for LoS case by employing the RT; the impulse response $h_{\text{RT}}(f; \mathbf{u}_1)$ is derived through an IDFT, removing the propagation delay. Next, we calculate the impulse responses $h_{\text{pre}}(f; \mathbf{u}_p)$ analytically synthesized through parallel ray approximation, for $\mathbf{u}_p \equiv (x_p, y_p, z_p) \in X$ moving along the $x$-axes of the grid. Then, the impulse responses $h_{\text{RT}}(f; \mathbf{u}_p)$ are obtained by performing RT simulations for the same points $\mathbf{u}_p$. 
and the error between \( h_{\text{PR}}(t, \mathbf{u}_P) \) and \( h_{\text{RT}}(t, \mathbf{u}_P) \) is calculated as given in (9). Finally, by setting a threshold \( \varepsilon_{\text{err}} = \varepsilon_{\text{err-thr}} \), it is possible to define a limit for the distance \( D \) within which the parallel ray approximation can be applied having guaranteed the required level of accuracy. Obviously, different choices of \( \mathbf{u}_1 \) or \( \mathbf{u}_p \) will lead to different curves of the error and therefore to different values for \( D \). In order to determine a value for \( D \) to be used all over the grid, the following procedure is adopted: the errors are calculated by picking the four vertex, separately, and moving along both the axes of the grid; then, an average of the errors is obtained and used for calculating an average distance, \( D_{\text{avg}} \). Note that the determination of \( D_{\text{avg}} \) is made only once at the beginning of the RT analysis. In Fig. 2 the four vertex average error is plotted; by setting the threshold \( \varepsilon_{\text{err-thr}} = 0.1 \), we get \( D_{\text{avg}} = 0.027 \) m. We note that, in terms of wavelengths, this value is \( D_{\text{avg}} \approx \lambda / 3 \approx \lambda_h \), where \( \lambda_h \) represents the wavelength at the lowest (highest) frequency.

The parallel ray approximation permits a dramatic reduction in the computational cost of the RT-based tool, since it allows us to obtain the frequency responses on a spatial grid by employing the RT simulation on a coarser spatial grid. In particular, referring to the scenario given in Section IV-A where a spatial grid of 50 \times 50 points is defined, the 50 \times 50 frequency responses have been calculated by employing the RT simulation on a spatial grid of 10 \times 10 points only. Fig. 3 gives a pictorial view of the aforementioned procedure: the RT is employed at the point \( \mathbf{u}_1 \) of the spatial grid; then, for each point whose distance from \( \mathbf{u}_1 \) is less than \( D_{\text{avg}} \), the parallel ray approximation is adopted, using the results of the RT performed at \( \mathbf{u}_1 \). Note that the parameter \( D_{\text{avg}} \) determines the points where the RT has to be performed (points marked with crosses).

The conventional approach based on the Fresnel distance relationship states that the parallel ray approximation can be used within a region whose largest dimension is equal to \( D_{\text{Fr}} = \sqrt{\lambda_h |\mathbf{u}_1 - \mathbf{u}_c| / 2} \) to obtain a phase error less than \( \pi / 8 \). In our context, we obtain \( D_{\text{Fr}} = 0.17 \) m. Note that \( D_{\text{avg}} = 0.027 \) m imposes a much more limiting condition on the use of the parallel rays approximation, and guarantees the required level of accuracy (i.e., a mean square error on the impulse response of less than 0.1).

The computational time for the RT simulation depends on the complexity of the reconstructed scenario, the number of bouncing included and the number of spatial points; for the RT simulation described in this paper, the total computational time is approximately 12 hours (2.4 GHz Pentium IV with 1 GB RAM). Note that this computational time is obtained when the afore-mentioned parallel ray approximation is adopted, while it grows up to 32 hours for the conventional RT procedure (see Table II). The parallel ray approximation permits a time saving of approximately 62%; moreover, the time saving can be even increased by setting a higher level for the error threshold \( \varepsilon_{\text{err-thr}} \).

It is worth pointing out that a further efficiency improvement deals with a reduction of the number of frequency samples \( n_f \) where the field is computed. This reduction can be achieved by splitting the UWB into several bands, computing the field at the central frequencies of such bands and assuming that, for each band, each multipath contribution has constant amplitude and

### Table I

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>( \sigma ) [S/m]</th>
<th>( \varepsilon_r )</th>
<th>Thickness [cm]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ceiling (concrete)</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>15.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>floor (concrete)</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>internal wall (concrete)</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>7.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>external wall (concrete)</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>15.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>benches, door, table (wood)</td>
<td>( 10^{-5} )</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>window (glass)</td>
<td>( 10^{-12} )</td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td>3.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 2. Mean square error between the impulse responses analytically synthesized through the parallel ray approximation from \( \mathbf{u}_1 \). RT data and the impulse responses calculated by performing new RT simulations; the abscissa denotes the distance between \( \mathbf{u}_1 \) and \( \mathbf{u}_p \). In particular, the curve refers to an average of the errors calculated by picking the four vertex, separately, and moving along both the axes of the grid.

![Fig. 3. The RT is performed at \( \mathbf{u}_1 \), then, for each point whose distance from \( \mathbf{u}_1 \) is less than \( D_{\text{avg}} \), the parallel ray approximation is adopted. Note that the parameter \( D_{\text{avg}} \) determines the points where the RT has to be performed (points marked with crosses).]
linear phase variation. In particular, the phase variation is determined both by the distance a multipath component propagates and by the interaction with the surrounding environment, where the latter is assumed to show a linear phase variation too. The determination of such bands appears non-trivial and will be the subject of further research.

Finally, it should be noted that other approaches for modeling indoor propagation channels of wide-band communication systems are usually based on FDTD methods. However, although they are rigorous and also applicable to complex inhomogeneous dielectric structures, they turn out to be much more time- and CPU-consuming.

C. Power Delay Profile Analysis

Next, from each of the 50 frequency responses, the impulse response has been derived through IDFT; the propagation delay has been removed, and a spatial average has been calculated to obtain the power delay profile (PDP). The RT derived PDP has been compared with the measured PDP. In particular, the measured frequency responses have been processed in the following way: for each point of the measurement grid the impulse response has been derived through IDFT; the propagation delay has been removed from it; a spatial average has been performed to obtain the measured PDP.

In Fig. 4, the measured normalized PDP (dotted line) and the normalized PDP calculated through the PRA RT procedure (gray continuous line) are plotted for the LoS case: the two curves show a good agreement. A check on the correlation coefficient between the two curves has been performed, leading to a value of 0.85. Some differences can be observed in the 40 ns region: these differences are apparent only for higher order contributions (from 3rd order and above) and they are presumably due to an imperfect reconstruction of the scenario in terms of furniture and dielectric properties of the materials. Indeed, it can be shown that the RT derived PDP is sensitive to these scenario features, while it is robust towards the reconstruction of the scenario in terms of its dimensions. Fig. 5 refers to the NLoS case; also in this case a good match between the curves can be observed.

D. Statistical Characterization of the Channel Parameters

The results presented in the previous subsection show that RT simulators can be effectively employed to characterize the UWB channel with good accuracy. In this subsection, delays and AoAs will be analyzed with the purpose of showing the capability of the RT based procedure for deriving statistical UWB propagation models. A similar approach can be applied for statistical modeling of others quantities such as AoDs or time of arrivals (ToAs).

Fig. 6 shows the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the $r_{\text{rms}}$ delay spread for both LoS and NLoS cases. The dotted lines have been obtained by constructing the CFD after calculating the $r_{\text{rms}}$ delay spread from the measurements when using a $-25$ dB threshold for the impulse responses. The gray continuous lines have been obtained by constructing the CFD after calculating the $r_{\text{rms}}$ delay spread from the simulated data when using the same $-25$ dB threshold for the impulse responses. The curves compare very well. Moreover, by using the RT procedure, the impact of the antenna characteristics can be easily highlighted; in fact, if the frequency dependent radiation pattern of one discone antenna is not applied at both the transmitter and the receiver, the pure channel characteristics, i.e. without antennas effects, can be investigated. This shows the capability of RT for facilitating comprehensive channel characterization, with the additional benefit of efficiency and convenience.

Turning now to the AoA, let us consider again the location $u_t$ and let us assume that the RT has been performed for $u_t$.  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Computational Time Comparison</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Conventional RT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parallel ray approximation RT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saving</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
so that $H_i(f,u_n)$ and therefore $h_{\text{RT}}^{\text{RT}}(t,u_n)$ are known. Denoting with $N^{\text{rays}}_n$ the number of rays reaching $u_n$, it holds

$$h_{\text{RT}}^{\text{RT}}(t,u_n) = \sum_{i=1}^{N^{\text{rays}}_n} h_{ii}^{\text{RT}}(t,u_n) \quad (13)$$

$$h_{ii}^{\text{RT}}(t,u_n) = \int B H_i(f,u_n) e^{j2\pi f t} df. \quad (14)$$

$H_i(f,u_n)$ and $h_{ii}^{\text{RT}}(t,u_n)$ represent the frequency and impulse responses which refer to the $i$th ray, respectively. For each ray, RT provides the AoAs for both the elevation and the azimuth plane, $(\theta_i,\phi_i)$. Next, a cutoff threshold of $-30$ dB below the strongest ray is applied to ensure that only effective paths are modeled. This procedure is required since in the RT the paths are determined purely geometrically; conversely, here only the AoAs which refer to the dominant paths shall be taken into account for statistical characterization. Therefore, the power associated with each ray is calculated, and the rays having a power less than $-30$ dB below the strongest one are not considered.

The impulse response which refers to the $i$th ray, and consequently, the associated power, is calculated from (14) by performing the integral all over the band $B$. In order to highlight the effect of the frequency on the statistic of AoAs, we can divide the band $B$ in a number of subbands and perform the integral in (14) over the subbands separately. The set of rays reaching a single location will change with frequency; therefore, also the AoAs statistics will result to be frequency-dependent.

Fig. 7 shows the probability density function (pdf) of azimuthal AoAs for the LoS case, when considering two distinct subbands (3.1–4.85 and 6.2–9.7 GHz) and a threshold of $-30$ dB. Note that Fig. 7 differs from Fig. 6: in particular, the two peaks placed at $270^\circ$ and $90^\circ$ are lower in the NLoS than in the LoS case, being the transmitter-received direction obstructed. Again, it was determined that the intracluster arrivals are best fit to the Laplacian distribution with density

$$f(\phi) = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2\pi} \sigma_\phi} e^{-\frac{1}{2} (\phi - \phi_0)^2}, \quad (15)$$

The parameter of $\sigma_\phi = 10^\circ$ and $\sigma_\phi = 12^\circ$ have been found for the low-band and high-band case, respectively. Note that the previous parameters are very similar to those given in [19], where the same measured data used in this paper have been processed to extract the angular statistics, obtaining $\sigma_\phi = 11^\circ$ and $\sigma_\phi = 14^\circ$ for the low and high subband, respectively.

The same approach can be applied when considering the NLOS case. Fig. 9 shows the probability density function of azimuthal AoAs for the NLoS case when considering two distinct subbands (3.1–4.85 and 6.2–9.7 GHz) with a threshold of $-30$ dB. Note that Fig. 9 differs from Fig. 7; in particular, the two peaks placed at $270^\circ$ and $90^\circ$ are lower in the NLoS than in the LoS case, being the transmitter-received direction obstructed. Again, it was determined that the intracluster arrivals are best fit to Laplacian distribution with parameter $\sigma_\phi = 8^\circ$ and $\sigma_\phi = 9^\circ$ for the low-band and high-band case, respectively.
have analyzed the impact of frequency on the multipath angle of arrival statistics.
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V. CONCLUSION
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